Soil moisture is an important variable in the coupled hydrologic and climate system. In recent years, microwave-based soil moisture products have been shown to be a viable alternative to in situ measurements. A popular way to measure the performance of soil moisture products is to calculate the temporal correlation coefficient (R) against in situ measurements or other appropriate reference datasets. In this study, an existing linear combination method improving R was modified to allow for a non-static or nonstationary model combination as the basis for improving remotely-sensed surface soil moisture. Previous research had noted that two soil moisture products retrieved using the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) and Land Parameter Retrieval Model (LPRM) algorithms from the same Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2 (AMSR2) sensor are spatially complementary in terms of R against a suitable reference over a fixed period. Accordingly, a linear combination was proposed to maximize R using a set of spatially-varying, but temporally-fixed weights. Even though this approach showed promising results, there was room for further improvements, in particular using non-static or dynamic weights that take account of the time-varying nature of the combination algorithm being approximated. The dynamic weighting was achieved by using a moving window. A number of different window sizes was investigated. The optimal weighting factors were determined for the data lying within the moving window and then used to dynamically combine the two parent products. We show improved performance for the dynamically-combined product over the static linear combination. Generally, shorter time windows outperform the static approach, and a 60-day time window is suggested to be the optimum. Results were validated against in situ measurements collected from 124 stations over different continents. The mean R of the dynamically-combined products was found to be 0.57 and 0.62 for the cases using the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Reanalysis-Interim (ERA-Interim) and Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications Land (MERRA-Land) reanalysis products as the reference, respectively, outperforming the statically-combined products (0.55 and 0.54).
Introduction
Soil moisture plays an important role in the hydrological and climatological cycles [1, 2] . As a viable alternative to in situ measurements of soil moisture, a number of microwave-based soil moisture retrieval algorithms and/or products have been developed [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and used in various fields of Earth sciences [9, 10] . Despite the global coverage of the passive microwave-based soil moisture products,
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Remotely-Sensed Soil Moisture Products
AMSR2 is the successor of the successful Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for the Earth Observing System (AMSR-E, May 2002-October 2011) sensor and is a multi-frequency passive microwave radiometer mounted on the Global Change Observation Mission 1-Water (GCOM-W1) satellite. This satellite was launched by the JAXA in May 2012, and AMSR2 observations are available from July 2012 onwards. AMSR2 is observing in seven microwave frequencies in both vertical and horizontal polarization with a swath width of 1450 km, which results in a 2-3 day revisit time for a fixed point at the ground [32] . There are two AMSR2-based soil moisture products, retrieved by the JAXA and LPRM algorithms, and it was shown that the performance of the two products is spatially complementary, particularly in terms of R [26] . This complementary behaviour is the main driver of this study, as it suggests good results when linearly combining them. Here, we use the JAXA (ver. 1.0) and LPRM soil moisture products retrieved from the X-band 10.7-GHz brightness temperature, which is available from both algorithms. We are not limited to using the same frequency for both products when combining them. As it is known that night-time has more favourable conditions for soil moisture retrieval [33] , only soil moisture products from descending overpasses (01:30 a.m. equatorial overpass time) were used. Finally, the study was done over a two-year study period (1 January 2013-31 December 2014). The additional data prior to and after the analysed period are used in the time windows for the dynamic combinations. All analyses were performed at the standard spatial resolution of 0.25˝(approximately 25 km).
Reanalysis Soil Moisture Products
A reference soil moisture dataset is required in the combination approach described in [26] , as well as in the next section of this paper and is assumed to represent ground truth and the target for combining the products. In this study, two different reanalysis products were used as the reference to determine the optimal window size globally, as well as to check the performance of the dynamic combination approach. The first reference product is the volumetric water content of the topmost layer (0-0.07 m) from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Reanalysis-Interim (ERA-Interim, [34] ). The second reference product is volumetric soil moisture content in the top layer (0-0.02 m) of the Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications Land (MERRA-Land, [35] ). Daily values at each grid cell were selected from the series of the reanalysis products. The selected value is the one that is temporally closest to the AMSR2 scan time over the grid on the day.
In Situ Soil Moisture Measurements and Ancillary Data
To independently evaluate the improvements in the combined product compared to the individual parent product, in situ measurements from the International Soil Moisture Network (ISMN, [36] ) were used. The AMSR2 scan time was also applied to select daily observations that are closest to the AMSR2 observations.
To ensure that the in situ data are of high quality for validation, a number of checks and filters were used that required ancillary data. Firstly, ERA-Interim soil temperature in the top soil layer (0-0.07 m) was used to judge if a grid cell is frozen or not. Next, Topographic Complexity (TC) and Wetland Fraction (WF) data from the European Space Agency Climate Change Initiative (ESA CCI, [23, 37, 38] ) were used to determine whether a ground station is an area representative for comparison with Remotely-Sensed (RS) soil moisture products. With this, the annual mean of vegetation optical depth (VOD) at 6.9 GHz derived from the LPRM algorithm was used as an indicator of vegetation density at each grid cell. The main characteristics of datasets used in this study are summarized along the data sources in Table 1 . 
Data Preprocessing
A number of data preprocessing steps were applied to all of the remote sensing datasets, reanalysis and in situ observations. Firstly, a common procedure was adopted to exclude unreliable soil moisture retrievals from analyses [23, 33] . Data under the following conditions was consistently masked, including: (1) grids contiguous to open water fluctuations, such as ocean or lakes; (2) densely-vegetated regions (annual mean of LPRM VOD at 6.9 GHz ě0.8) where microwave radiation from the soil would be masked by the above lying canopy; and (3) frost conditions (soil temperature ď273.15 K). The two algorithms treat the frozen conditions differently. The JAXA algorithm applies a fixed soil and vegetation physical temperature (293 K) [39] , whereas the LPRM applies an internal scheme for masking such frozen conditions [7] . Accordingly, ERA-Interim soil temperature in the top soil layer (0-0.07 m) was consistently used to mask frozen conditions within the soil moisture products to ensure a good comparison.
Secondly, we adopted the following filtering criteria to minimize the systematic differences between RS products and point observations [40, 41] . More details of the filtering methods can be found in [15] . (1) The shallowest measurement ď10 cm was selected; (2) standard quality flags from the ISMN [42] were applied to remove spurious observations; (3) only stations in low wetlands and complex topography (WF and TC <10%) were selected; (4) areal representativeness of a station was considered. Such areal representativeness was determined through a cross comparison among the remote sensing, reanalysis and in situ data following [15] . When multiple stations exist in a grid, the station with the best areal representativeness was used for further analysis; (5) The Snow Telemetry (SNOTEL) and Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) networks were not used because their primary purposes are not soil moisture measurements [43] , and only 40 stations from the Soil Climate Analysis Network (SCAN) were included for the comparison. The selected SCAN stations were used for the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity data assimilation experiments [44] ; (6) Only in situ stations that have more than 100 paired observations with the RS products were included to ensure statistical robustness. As a result, 124 stations from 10 networks were used for the evaluation purposes, and their spatial distribution is presented in Figure 1 . Even though we applied such strict filtering processes, it should be noted that there are likely to still be systematic differences among the datasets [45] . 
Methodology
Static Linear Combination
The linear combination of forecasts was first introduced by [46] with the aim to minimize the mean square error from two parent forecasts. If one forecast uses information that the other has not considered, then the combined product is likely to take the strengths of each parent forecast and to have lower overall error. Since then, the linear combination has been widely used in diverse disciplines and improved for better performance [47] [48] [49] . Since the RS soil moisture products rely on different information and assumptions [21] , the combination scheme was extended to soil moisture datasets to improve R [26] . Here, a summary of the previous linear combination is presented to show the potential for improvement. More details can be found in [26] .
Two sets of unbiased soil moisture retrievals in a fixed time window are given as and (n × 1) and are linearly combined into by applying a single weight w (0-1).
The Pearson correlation coefficient (R) between and a reference ( ) can be expressed as a function of w according to the definition of R and Equation (1), which is an optimization problem that can be described with the following equations.
Maximize = =
Subject to 0 1
where and are the mean values and and are the standard deviations of and , respectively. The work in [26] presents Equation (3) to calculate the optimal weight.
where each σ presents the standard deviation of each product, and R is the temporal correlation coefficient between two products. It should be noted that Equation (3) is only applicable for two parent products that show positive temporal correlations against a reference, and the optimal weight is obtainable for general cases (i.e., a pair of one or more products with negative and/or positive correlations against a reference) by solving the optimization problem described by Equation (2) . Despite the specificity of Equation (3), it provides important understanding of the linear combination approach maximizing R; (1) the optimal weight is mainly governed by temporal correlations among parent products and a reference; and (2) the optimal weight is influenced by the ratio of standard deviations of the parent products. When there is a large disparity between the standard deviations of the parent products, Equation (3) is less influenced by the correlations when 
Methodology
Static Linear Combination
Two sets of unbiased soil moisture retrievals in a fixed time window are given as θ 1 and θ 2 (nˆ1) and are linearly combined into θ c by applying a single weight w (0-1).
The Pearson correlation coefficient (R) between θ c and a reference (θ Re f ) can be expressed as a function of w according to the definition of R and Equation (1), which is an optimization problem that can be described with the following equations.
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where µ c and µ Re f are the mean values and σ c and σ Re f are the standard deviations of θ c and θ Re f , respectively. The work in [26] presents Equation (3) to calculate the optimal weight.
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where each σ presents the standard deviation of each product, and R is the temporal correlation coefficient between two products. It should be noted that Equation (3) is only applicable for two parent products that show positive temporal correlations against a reference, and the optimal weight is obtainable for general cases (i.e., a pair of one or more products with negative and/or positive correlations against a reference) by solving the optimization problem described by Equation (2) . Despite the specificity of Equation (3), it provides important understanding of the linear combination approach maximizing R; (1) the optimal weight is mainly governed by temporal correlations among parent products and a reference; and (2) the optimal weight is influenced by the ratio of standard deviations of the parent products. When there is a large disparity between the standard deviations of the parent products, Equation (3) is less influenced by the correlations when calculating the optimal weight, and it tends to converge to 0 or 1. Therefore, it is necessary to remove systematic differences among the datasets before applying the methodology. In this study, systematic differences were removed by a linear normalization using Equation (4) [45] ; even though such a normalization approach assumes an equal noise level in the datasets, and therefore, the scaling coefficients and weight estimation are biased [24] .
where θ n normalized soil moisture, θ r raw soil moisture, θ Re f reference soil moisture, θ mean of θ and σ standard deviation. With this, the only concern for the combination approach maximizing R is how parent products and a reference are different in terms of correlation coefficients. Finally, the parent products (θ 1 : JAXA; θ 2 : LPRM) are combined through Equation (1) using the calculated the optimal weight at each grid cell. It should be further noted that this approach uses the entire dataset in a study period and calculates a set of constants as weights.
Dynamic Linear Combination
The existing static approach that uses the entire datasets to calculate the weights will be further developed by using a dynamic segment of the datasets instead. This is based on the premise that different data segments are affected in different respects resulting from the system state being measured. Hence, one can assume that if this state-dependent behaviour can be identified, combination weights may favour one retrieval algorithm over another for alternate states. This provides the basis for the dynamic combination approach presented here. The dynamic data segment is likely more dependent on and/or correlated with a spatiotemporal point to be combined and so is regarded to have more related information for calculating weights. For this, it is hypothesized that the information in a narrower range around the spatiotemporal point is more effective and sensitive for explaining temporal variability than the entire dataset. In this case, it is important to appropriately define the range of datasets by considering dimensional nearness to the point [50] .
In this study, a temporally-moving window, which is cantered on the point of interest at time t and has a size N-days, is applied to define the temporal nearness. As presented in Figure 2 , the dynamic linear combination uses a part of the datasets in a period T by the moving window, to calculate the optimal weight for the point in time t (w t ), and the linear combinations are successively performed at points in time by using the calculated time-varying weights. calculating the optimal weight, and it tends to converge to 0 or 1. Therefore, it is necessary to remove systematic differences among the datasets before applying the methodology. In this study, systematic differences were removed by a linear normalization using Equation (4) [45] ; even though such a normalization approach assumes an equal noise level in the datasets, and therefore, the scaling coefficients and weight estimation are biased [24] .
where normalized soil moisture, raw soil moisture, reference soil moisture, ̅ mean of and σ standard deviation. With this, the only concern for the combination approach maximizing R is how parent products and a reference are different in terms of correlation coefficients.
Finally, the parent products ( : JAXA; : LPRM) are combined through Equation (1) using the calculated the optimal weight at each grid cell. It should be further noted that this approach uses the entire dataset in a study period and calculates a set of constants as weights.
In this study, a temporally-moving window, which is cantered on the point of interest at time t and has a size N-days, is applied to define the temporal nearness. As presented in Figure 2 , the dynamic linear combination uses a part of the datasets in a period T by the moving window, to calculate the optimal weight for the point in time t ( ), and the linear combinations are successively performed at points in time by using the calculated time-varying weights. T denotes the period defined by the window (i.e., T = (t´N/2):(t + N/2)). Therefore, a bold symbol that has T as its subscript means a vector in the period T, and a non-bold symbol with t as the subscript represents a value at the point in time t.
Results
Global Data Combination with Various Scenarios
For most locations, time series of the AMSR2 products are generally not continuous over the seasons due to freezing conditions and the revisit pattern of AMSR2. This could directly result in a shortage of observations within a moving window leading to non-significant values of R. For this reason, a minimum number of observations is determined based on a two-tailed t-test with a significance level (α) for R.
In this study, α = 0.05, the corresponding t α{2 = t 0.025 = 2.020 and a target R = 0.4 are used, and the minimum number of observations (n) is determined to be 25. As it approximately needs 50-75 days for acquiring the minimum observations (i.e., 25) due to the revisit time of AMSR2 (i.e., 2-3 days), we set 60 as the minimum window size (N) for the dynamic combination.
Our initial experiment starts with using the volumetric water content of ERA-Interim as the assumed reference dataset. Both AMSR2 soil moisture products were then combined using the static combination and the dynamic combination with a range of window sizes (N = 60, 90 and 120 days). The combination results are presented in Figure 3a -f, which show global maps of R of the parent and combined products against the reference. Additionally, the box plot in Figure 3g shows the distributions of the global R for the various different scenarios (see Figure S1 in Supplementary Materials for results using MERRA-Land as the reference). 
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In this study, α = 0.05, the corresponding / = . = 2.020 and a target R = 0.4 are used, and the minimum number of observations (n) is determined to be 25. As it approximately needs 50-75 days for acquiring the minimum observations (i.e., 25) due to the revisit time of AMSR2 (i.e., 2-3 days), we set 60 as the minimum window size (N) for the dynamic combination.
Our initial experiment starts with using the volumetric water content of ERA-Interim as the assumed reference dataset. Both AMSR2 soil moisture products were then combined using the static combination and the dynamic combination with a range of window sizes (N = 60, 90 and 120 days). The combination results are presented in Figure 3a -f, which show global maps of R of the parent and combined products against the reference. Additionally, the box plot in Figure 3g shows the distributions of the global R for the various different scenarios (see Figure S1 in Supplementary Materials for results using MERRA-Land as the reference). The spatial distributions of R tend to be improved (i.e., more bluish colours) from the parent (Figure 3a ,b) to statically- (Figure 3c ) and dynamically-combined products (Figure 3d-f) , and the tendency is clearly shown in the box plot of Figure 3g . The dynamically-combined products are consistently better than both parents and the statically-combined product. This result supports the hypothesis that data within a specific period provide better information for calculating weights maximizing R. It is also clear that the shorter window sizes in the dynamic combination outperform the longer window sizes. Hence, the N60 window size was selected for further analysis. To assess the sensitivity of this finding to the choice of reference dataset, this N60 scenario was again applied using The spatial distributions of R tend to be improved (i.e., more bluish colours) from the parent (Figure 3a ,b) to statically- (Figure 3c ) and dynamically-combined products (Figure 3d-f) , and the tendency is clearly shown in the box plot of Figure 3g . The dynamically-combined products are consistently better than both parents and the statically-combined product. This result supports the hypothesis that data within a specific period provide better information for calculating weights maximizing R. It is also clear that the shorter window sizes in the dynamic combination outperform the longer window sizes. Hence, the N60 window size was selected for further analysis. To assess the sensitivity of this finding to the choice of reference dataset, this N60 scenario was again applied using the top soil moisture layer of MERRA-Land as the reference dataset. Figure 4 presents the differences of this N60 experiment using ERA-Interim (top panels) and MERRA-Land (bottom panels) as the reference, respectively.
the top soil moisture layer of MERRA-Land as the reference dataset. Figure 4 presents the differences of this N60 experiment using ERA-Interim (top panels) and MERRA-Land (bottom panels) as the reference, respectively. As shown in Figure 4a ,c, the two dynamic products lead to improvements at different locations due to the different spatial patterns in agreement between each reference dataset and the parent products. As a result, the spatial distribution of the averaged weighting factors used for the dynamic combination is also different (Figure 4b,d ). The differences are prominently contrasted over the desert regions, such as the Sahara, Middle East and central Australia. For comparison, results from the N90 and N120 are shown in Figures S2 and S3 in Supplementary Materials, and global maps are also presented in Figure S4 showing standard deviations of optimal weights from the two references (i.e. ERA-Interim and MERRA-Land) and three window sizes (i.e. N60, N90 and N120). To better understand these differences and how the chosen reference interacts with the parent products, we now setup an additional experiment in a controlled environment using simulated datasets.
A Simulation Experiment
To verify the results above, we assess the dynamic linear combination against the static approach in a simulation experiment that uses three periodical datasets generated by Equation (6). . The parameters used in Equation (6) are chosen for the simulated datasets to be within the plausible soil moisture range (0-0.6 m 3 /m 3 , [36] ). From the three generated datasets, two were designated as the parent products, and the remaining one was chosen As shown in Figure 4a ,c, the two dynamic products lead to improvements at different locations due to the different spatial patterns in agreement between each reference dataset and the parent products. As a result, the spatial distribution of the averaged weighting factors used for the dynamic combination is also different (Figure 4b,d ). The differences are prominently contrasted over the desert regions, such as the Sahara, Middle East and central Australia. For comparison, results from the N90 and N120 are shown in Figures S2 and S3 in Supplementary Materials, and global maps are also presented in Figure S4 showing standard deviations of optimal weights from the two references (i.e. ERA-Interim and MERRA-Land) and three window sizes (i.e. N60, N90 and N120). To better understand these differences and how the chosen reference interacts with the parent products, we now setup an additional experiment in a controlled environment using simulated datasets.
To verify the results above, we assess the dynamic linear combination against the static approach in a simulation experiment that uses three periodical datasets generated by Equation (6) . From the three generated datasets, two were designated as the parent products, and the remaining one was chosen to be the reference. To introduce different correlation coefficients among the parent products and the reference, which eventually govern the optimal weights, randomly-generated white noise from´0.2-+0.2 was added to each of the parent products. Next, an integer between 30 and 360 was also randomly selected for the size of moving window (N). After that, a series of dynamic combinations and a static combination were performed using data equivalent to a two-year period, and the correlations between the dynamically-(R dyn ) and statically-(R sta ) combined products were calculated and compared. A correlation-based Euclidean distance was calculated for each simulation to represent the similarity/difference between the parent products and the reference. As there are two parent products for the combination, they are best summarized as a vector of the correlations, (R 1 , R 2 ) T , and then, the Euclidean distance (ξ) is calculated as follows.
Through this procedure, 1000 simulations were performed, and the results provide further information on the performance of the dynamic combination approach in terms of the window size (N) and also the influence on the results of the quality of the parent product(s).
The results from the simulation experiment show that: (1) the dynamic performance is consistently better than that of the static approach ( Figure 5a ); and (2) short window sizes provide the largest contrast between the static and dynamic approaches. Eventually, large window sizes will yield identical results as the static combination approach (Figure 5b ). These results are in line with the results obtained through the global datasets, as was summarized in Figure 3 . Figure 5a also shows that both performances tend to decrease with increasing Euclidean distance, in which the two linear regression lines imply strong dependence of both combination performances on initial quality of parent products. to be the reference. To introduce different correlation coefficients among the parent products and the reference, which eventually govern the optimal weights, randomly-generated white noise from −0.2-+0.2 was added to each of the parent products. Next, an integer between 30 and 360 was also randomly selected for the size of moving window (N). After that, a series of dynamic combinations and a static combination were performed using data equivalent to a two-year period, and the correlations between the dynamically-( ) and statically-( ) combined products were calculated and compared.
A correlation-based Euclidean distance was calculated for each simulation to represent the similarity/difference between the parent products and the reference. As there are two parent products for the combination, they are best summarized as a vector of the correlations, (R1, R2) T , and then, the Euclidean distance (ξ) is calculated as follows.
The results from the simulation experiment show that: (1) the dynamic performance is consistently better than that of the static approach ( Figure 5a ); and (2) short window sizes provide the largest contrast between the static and dynamic approaches. Eventually, large window sizes will yield identical results as the static combination approach (Figure 5b ). These results are in line with the results obtained through the global datasets, as was summarized in Figure 3 . Figure 5a also shows that both performances tend to decrease with increasing Euclidean distance, in which the two linear regression lines imply strong dependence of both combination performances on initial quality of parent products. (7), representing the qualities of the parent products, and the y-axis, or . The dashed two lines present the linear regression of all results from the dynamic and static combinations, respectively; (b) The x-axis indicates N sizes, the y-axis differences between and (i.e., − ).
The final performance of the combination depends on the relative differences between the selected reference and the parent products. Therefore, an important consideration is that the quality of the combined product heavily relies on the quality of the reference that is assumed to represent the truth. Therefore, it is necessary to further investigate how the reference difference affects the combination performances from the static and dynamic approaches. In order to better understand the associated qualities of the different products, we compared them against in situ measurements from the ISMN. (7), representing the qualities of the parent products, and the y-axis, R dyn or R sta . The dashed two lines present the linear regression of all results from the dynamic and static combinations, respectively; (b) The x-axis indicates N sizes, the y-axis differences between R dyn and R sta (i.e., R dyn´Rsta ).
The final performance of the combination depends on the relative differences between the selected reference and the parent products. Therefore, an important consideration is that the quality of the combined product heavily relies on the quality of the reference that is assumed to represent the truth. Therefore, it is necessary to further investigate how the reference difference affects the combination performances from the static and dynamic approaches. In order to better understand the associated qualities of the different products, we compared them against in situ measurements from the ISMN.
Comparison against in Situ Observations
In this section, the dynamically-combined products with various scenarios are compared against in situ measurements from the ISMN. Through this comparison, we aim to demonstrate how much the results rely on the quality of the reference dataset. We present the R between the in situ measurements and the adopted reference dataset to demonstrate the impact of the R on the combination approach. For this comparison, the (N60) dynamic weighting approach was compared to the static weighting approach, as well as the parent products ( Figure 6 ). 
In this section, the dynamically-combined products with various scenarios are compared against in situ measurements from the ISMN. Through this comparison, we aim to demonstrate how much the results rely on the quality of the reference dataset. We present the R between the in situ measurements and the adopted reference dataset to demonstrate the impact of the R on the combination approach. For this comparison, the (N60) dynamic weighting approach was compared to the static weighting approach, as well as the parent products ( Figure 6 ). Figure 6 . (a) Box plots showing combination performances against in situ measurements with the N60 and the two references. The labels on the x-axis indicate parent or statically-/dynamically-combined products with the references, and the y-axis R between the product and the in situ measurements. The value in each box is the mean of R. Comparison against in situ measurements from the ISMN for dynamically combined products using the N60 and (b) ERA-Interim and (c) MERRA-Land as the reference, respectively. The x-axis presents R between a dynamic product and the in situ measurements from a station, the y-axis R between a static product and the in situ measurements.
Data points in Figure 6 that are below the 1:1 line represent locations where the dynamic approach is better than the static one. The overall relation between these approaches over all sites in the ISMN is represented by the linear regression lines. Those regression lines show that the performance of the dynamic combination is generally better than the static approach, particularly when the initial R between the ISMN dataset and the reference data is high R > 0.4. An interesting feature obvious in Figure 6 is the qualitative differences in static and dynamic combination performances, where agreement between the reference and in situ measurements was expressed with Figure 6 . (a) Box plots showing combination performances against in situ measurements with the N60 and the two references. The labels on the x-axis indicate parent or statically-/dynamically-combined products with the references, and the y-axis R between the product and the in situ measurements. The value in each box is the mean of R. Comparison against in situ measurements from the ISMN for dynamically combined products using the N60 and (b) ERA-Interim and (c) MERRA-Land as the reference, respectively. The x-axis presents R between a dynamic product and the in situ measurements from a station, the y-axis R between a static product and the in situ measurements.
Data points in Figure 6 that are below the 1:1 line represent locations where the dynamic approach is better than the static one. The overall relation between these approaches over all sites in the ISMN is represented by the linear regression lines. Those regression lines show that the performance of the dynamic combination is generally better than the static approach, particularly when the initial R between the ISMN dataset and the reference data is high R > 0.4. An interesting feature obvious in Figure 6 is the qualitative differences in static and dynamic combination performances, where agreement between the reference and in situ measurements was expressed with colours from red to blue (0-1). The superiority in the dynamic approach is obvious when there is a better agreement between the reference and in situ measurements (bluish marks under the 1:1 line). However, degraded performance for the dynamic approach is observed when the reference and in situ datasets do not agree (reddish marks above the 1:1 line). This suggests that the reference quality is important to consider when applying the dynamic approach. The dynamically-combined product tends to be closer to the reference; therefore, if the reference data are different from the in situ data, then the dynamic product will tend to deviate more from the in situ data, as well. In the case of ERA-Interim, the mean R of the static combinations is 0.55, which is similar to the LPRM product (0.55), but the dynamically-combined product (0.57) outperforms both parent products. For the case of MERRA-Land, the dynamic approach provides better performance (0.62) than the static approach (0.54) and all other products including the parent. From the results, it would be possible to select the static or dynamic product based on a threshold for the reference. In other words, it could be better to choose the static product if the reference quality is lower than the threshold or uncertain, which we further discuss in the next section.
As an example for the static and dynamic combination behaviour, Figure 7 is presented, which shows combination results using MERRA-Land as the reference at two ground stations where the dynamic approach outperforms most the static approach among the 124 stations.
Remote Sens. 2016, 8, 518 11 of 16 colours from red to blue (0-1). The superiority in the dynamic approach is obvious when there is a better agreement between the reference and in situ measurements (bluish marks under the 1:1 line). However, degraded performance for the dynamic approach is observed when the reference and in situ datasets do not agree (reddish marks above the 1:1 line). This suggests that the reference quality is important to consider when applying the dynamic approach. The dynamically-combined product tends to be closer to the reference; therefore, if the reference data are different from the in situ data, then the dynamic product will tend to deviate more from the in situ data, as well. In the case of ERA-Interim, the mean R of the static combinations is 0.55, which is similar to the LPRM product (0.55), but the dynamically-combined product (0.57) outperforms both parent products. For the case of MERRA-Land, the dynamic approach provides better performance (0.62) than the static approach (0.54) and all other products including the parent. From the results, it would be possible to select the static or dynamic product based on a threshold for the reference. In other words, it could be better to choose the static product if the reference quality is lower than the threshold or uncertain, which we further discuss in the next section.
As an example for the static and dynamic combination behaviour, Figure 7 is presented, which shows combination results using MERRA-Land as the reference at two ground stations where the dynamic approach outperforms most the static approach among the 124 stations. In the case of Sandy Ridge station (Figure 7a ), the static weight is 0.98, and R between the statically-combined product and in situ measurements is 0.27. However, it sharply increases to 0.74 when applying the time-varying weights. For the case of Sandstone-6-W station (Figure 7a ), the static weight is 0.43, and R between the statically-/dynamically-combined product and in situ measurements is 0.36 and 0.78, respectively.
Influence of the Quality of the Parent Products and Reference
The correlation-based Euclidean distance, used to assess the quality of the simulated datasets in Section 4.2, was extended to assess the quality of the parent products and reference against the in situ measurements. Equation (7) is expanded to include three products (i.e., two parent products and the reference dataset), and the vector of correlations at each station against in situ measurements is defined as (Rinsitu-JAXA, Rinsitu-LPRM, Rinsitu-ref) T . Therefore, the extended Euclidean distance (ξ) is determined by:
At every station, R was determined through the static and dynamic approaches against corresponding in situ measurements ( and ) and was plotted against the Euclidean distances (Figure 8 ).
The dynamic approach shows generally better performances than the static approach, and this tendency is more conspicuous for MERRA-Land (Figure 8b ) than for ERA-Interim (Figure 8a ). It is In the case of Sandy Ridge station (Figure 7a ), the static weight is 0.98, and R between the statically-combined product and in situ measurements is 0.27. However, it sharply increases to 0.74 when applying the time-varying weights. For the case of Sandstone-6-W station (Figure 7a ), the static weight is 0.43, and R between the statically-/dynamically-combined product and in situ measurements is 0.36 and 0.78, respectively.
The correlation-based Euclidean distance, used to assess the quality of the simulated datasets in Section 4.2, was extended to assess the quality of the parent products and reference against the in situ measurements. Equation (7) is expanded to include three products (i.e., two parent products and the reference dataset), and the vector of correlations at each station against in situ measurements is defined as (R insitu-JAXA , R insitu-LPRM , R insitu-ref ) T . Therefore, the extended Euclidean distance (ξ) is determined by:
At every station, R was determined through the static and dynamic approaches against corresponding in situ measurements (R insitu´sta and R insitu´dyn ) and was plotted against the Euclidean distances ( Figure 8 ).
The dynamic approach shows generally better performances than the static approach, and this tendency is more conspicuous for MERRA-Land (Figure 8b ) than for ERA-Interim (Figure 8a) . It is also shown that R insitu´sta and R insitu´dyn tend to decrease with increases of ξ, which means that a good agreement between the parent products and reference is an important precondition for both combination methods to provide improvements over the parent. As before, it is necessary to consider the quality of available reference datasets when deciding which one to use for these combination approaches.
Remote Sens. 2016, 8, 518 12 of 16 also shown that and tend to decrease with increases of ξ, which means that a good agreement between the parent products and reference is an important precondition for both combination methods to provide improvements over the parent. As before, it is necessary to consider the quality of available reference datasets when deciding which one to use for these combination approaches. . The performance of the dynamic combination is clearly better than those of the static combination with higher . When is around 0.6 or greater, then the dynamic combination is the superior approach. This suggests that a threshold value for can be used to select when to use the dynamic or static combination approach. Namely, the static product is selected when at a station is equal to or less than the threshold and vice versa, even though such approach can be only applied in areas where in situ measurements are available. That is to say, it can be optionally determined whether or not to apply the dynamic combination approach when a validation for the reference is supported. For example, [51] evaluated ERA-Interim soil moisture using in situ measurements from stations, and based on the results, one can have a basis for applying the static or dynamic combination approach over certain regions. In addition, the suggestion can be extended through large verification techniques, such as triple collocation [20] . (8), and the y-axis R insitu´sta or R insitu´dyn . Linear regression lines represent the tendencies of both cases. Figure 9 shows all R insitu´sta and R insitu´dyn from the two combination scenarios plotted against R insitu´re f . The performance of the dynamic combination is clearly better than those of the static combination with higher R insitu´re f . When R insitu´re f is around 0.6 or greater, then the dynamic combination is the superior approach. This suggests that a threshold value for R insitu´re f can be used to select when to use the dynamic or static combination approach. Namely, the static product is selected when R insitu´re f at a station is equal to or less than the threshold and vice versa, even though such approach can be only applied in areas where in situ measurements are available. That is to say, it can be optionally determined whether or not to apply the dynamic combination approach when a validation for the reference is supported. For example, [51] evaluated ERA-Interim soil moisture using in situ measurements from stations, and based on the results, one can have a basis for applying the static or dynamic combination approach over certain regions. In addition, the suggestion can be extended through large verification techniques, such as triple collocation [20] . also shown that and tend to decrease with increases of ξ, which means that a good agreement between the parent products and reference is an important precondition for both combination methods to provide improvements over the parent. As before, it is necessary to consider the quality of available reference datasets when deciding which one to use for these combination approaches. . The performance of the dynamic combination is clearly better than those of the static combination with higher . When is around 0.6 or greater, then the dynamic combination is the superior approach. This suggests that a threshold value for can be used to select when to use the dynamic or static combination approach. Namely, the static product is selected when at a station is equal to or less than the threshold and vice versa, even though such approach can be only applied in areas where in situ measurements are available. That is to say, it can be optionally determined whether or not to apply the dynamic combination approach when a validation for the reference is supported. For example, [51] evaluated ERA-Interim soil moisture using in situ measurements from stations, and based on the results, one can have a basis for applying the static or dynamic combination approach over certain regions. In addition, the suggestion can be extended through large verification techniques, such as triple collocation [20] . Combination performances with reference quality against in situ measurements. The x-axis presents R between in situ measurements and the references (R insitu´re f ), the y-axis R between in situ measurements and statically-/dynamically-combined products (R insitu´sta and R insitu´dyn ). Linear regression lines are added for representing the average tendencies of both cases.
Discussion
In this study, we present an approach to dynamically combine RS soil moisture products through a linear combination approach that maximizes R. The rationale of the proposed method is to use information from two parent products that are spatially and temporally complementary to each other. These parent products were linearly combined by applying a set of weights, which are governed by the correlation among the parent products and a used reference.
For this, it was hypothesized that datasets within a temporal moving window, cantered around a point in time and having size N, provide better information to calculate the optimal weight and lead to a better combination. Accordingly, it applied to the experiments using the two AMSR2 soil moisture products and the simulated datasets. The experiments led to three main conclusions about the dynamic combination methodology. (1) The dynamically-combined product is consistently better than the statically-combined and parent products when the reference quality is fairly good (R > 0.6); (2) better performances came out with shorter window sizes for the dynamic combination, and the N60 was selected as the optimum for combining these two AMSR2 products; (3) the performances of the dynamic and static approaches tend to decrease with the decreases of parent product quality against the reference.
In reality, the quality of a chosen reference is spatiotemporally variable [34, 35] , and this is likely to be the most important issue to be considered for combining parent products. To investigate this, experiments with two combination scenarios, the N60 with two references (i.e., ERA-Interim and MERRA-Land), were performed and compared against the assumed truth, i.e., in situ measurements from the ISMN. The results showed that the performance indeed relies on reference quality and a good quality of reference is essential for a good performance from the dynamic approach. We found that R between a reference and in situ data should be at least moderately positive (0.6). When the correlations are lower, the static combination is likely to be a more reliable choice based on the results from Figure 9 .
Conclusions
Based on the results, there are a number of possibilities for future extensions. Firstly, the spatiotemporally-varying weights could provide information to improve the parent products, as well as the retrieval algorithms. The results here provide the JAXA and LPRM algorithms with clues on promising areas for further improvement by highlighting times of year and areas of the globe where the other product has superior performance. In addition, the results about the quality of the reference dataset highlight improvements that could be made in these products [51, 52] .
The combination scheme can be used with more than two parent products, so that it can reflect varying strengths resulting from the different techniques or retrieval algorithms. In this case, products from the same sensor but different frequencies or algorithms are preferred. This is because the products will then have the same swath pattern, leading to a good number of paired observations and the same scan time, so that the weather conditions are constant. A possible approach to combine multiple satellite-derived products from various sensors, which have different swath patterns and scanning times, is applying the methodology to datasets at coarser temporal resolutions (e.g., weekly) by averaging the original datasets at a finer temporal resolution. Lastly, it should be emphasized that the presented combination scheme is applicable to any spatiotemporal dataset where a reference dataset is available. From the results in this study, the following general guidelines are suggested for other applications of the dynamic linear combination. A minimum window size is recommended based on statistical significance to calculate the optimal weights. Secondly, the quality of a reference should be supported through a validation procedure to decide whether to accept or not the dynamically-combined product. 
